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Mail and E-mail

Ideal for small businesses,
the DYMO Desktop Mailing Solution has three
parts—a postage scale, a
printer, and software—all
designed to get you off the
post office lines and away
from monthly payments.
Place the envelope or
package on the postage
scale and the charges show
up on your PC or Mac
(there’s a USB connection). The Twin Turbo
printer has two rolls of
labels, one for printing
postage and the other for

printing the shipping
label. Loading the two
spools is simple. You
remove the end of the
spool, slide on the new
roll, and replace the spool
guide. The end of the label
finds its own correct seating so printing is centered.
Postage can be printed for
first class, priority, international air, and postcards. The postage fees are
managed with an account
set up at Endicia. There
are no monthly fees—you
pay for the rolls of postage
labels and add to the

DYMO Desktop Mailing
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account with your credit
card as needed in $10
increments. The printer is
fast and inkless, and the
labels are sharp at 300dpi.
The printer (about the size of
your phone) and the scale
don’t require much space on
your desktop.Visit http://
global.dymo.com for
demos of the Solution and
DYMO Stamps.

As strange as it sounds,
there’s a way to send
e-mail to friends or relatives who don’t own a
computer. A service called
PrestoSM combines the
HP Printing Mailbox and
the Presto Service. You
purchase the HP Printing
Mailbox, connect it to a
phone line at the receiving
end, and then set up an
account with Presto
($9.99/month or $99.99/
year). After selecting an email address, you control
the list of those permitted
to send to the printer. You
can send e-mail, digital
photos, or free content
(news, puzzles, etc. from
Presto), and there are a

HP Printing Mailbox

number of design templates to help you improve
the look of the mailings.
The printer uses ordinary
paper and standard color
print cartridges. Visit
www.presto.com for a
video demo.
Two new releases of email programs will be
available this month, one
from QUALCOMM
(Eudora®) and the other
from Mozilla (Thunderbird™). Why would you
want to try these programs? They’re free,
they’re feature-laden, and
they aren’t favorite targets
of hackers. Both programs
are from the Open Source
community and are under
the watchful eye of their

Tech Forum

Bad Neighborhoods ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ THE SAME THINGS THAT CAN HAPPEN TO YOU in the

ing the SiteAdvisor™ Web safety database, McAfee

worst neighborhoods—getting mugged, getting a closer

checked 8.1 million websites that account for more than

look at the drive-by shooting experience, and getting

95% of the traffic on the Web. That produced a list of 265

kidnapped—can happen in analogous ways online. There

countries and generic TLDs.

might not be tire treads on a crunched keyboard or wailing
sirens in the distance, but drive-by downloads and identity
theft aren’t entirely minor events.

McAfee tested four common activities:
Opening a website. Websites were checked for excessive popups and browser exploits such as drive-by downloads of viruses and spyware dumped onto your computer

Where Are These Neighborhoods?
An online neighborhood could be a top-level domain (TLD),
such as .com, .net, .org, or it could be a country such as
.uk, .ru, or .it (Britain, Russia, Italy). At least, that’s how

without your knowledge.
Downloads. These were tested for adware, spyware,
and other unwanted programs.
Sign-up forms. The company completed these and

the security software company McAfee divided the digital

checked for something it calls “spamminess.” That’s

landscape when it went looking for trouble spots. In creat-

spam and the ploys used to trick spam filters.
continued on next page

international developers.
Eudora 7.1 for Windows
and Eudora 6.2.4 for Mac
are the last commercial
versions of QUALCOMM’S e-mail program,
which has been around
for a very long time. The
company has decided to
move out of the e-mail
market and will continue
Eudora mail as an Open

Source product. The
release was announced for
this year with a free version of the Eudora 7.1
offered in the meantime.
New features include an
ultra-fast indexed search
that will process hundreds
of thousands of e-mails
instantaneously; a BossWatch, which pays attention to the addresses in
the recipient field so is

Eudora 7.1 E-mail

especially helpful when
using the “Reply All”; and
an improved IMAP function that synchronizes and
provides access to e-mail
from multiple devices and
locations. The S/MIME
personal e-mail certificate
lets users secure their mail
by digitally signing and
encrypting e-mails.
www.eudora.com
Thunderbird 2 is the latest version of Mozilla’s email for Firefox users. The
1.5 version has about 50
million users worldwide
and has been translated
into 35 languages. You can
make your own tags for
sorting your mail, and the
tags can be combined
with saved searches and
mail views. Back and forward buttons let you navigate through message
history. Gmail and .Mac

users can access their
accounts in Thunderbird
by providing user names
and passwords. New mail
alerts include subject,
sender, and message preview text, and if you
mouse over a folder, you
will see a popup summary
of the new messages in
that folder. The filing tools
have been improved, and
there’s a new Windows
installer with Vista support. The 2.0 release is
scheduled for this month.
www.mozilla.com
May 2007
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found the e-mail practices at
73.4% of these “resulted in the

Feedback. McAfee’s SiteAdvisor utility lets both the

receipt of high-volume e-mail,

user and website owner com-

spammy e-mail or both.”
Want to avoid drive-by down-

ment on a website’s rating.

loads? Although the percent-

Very democratic.

ages of the risks are smaller

And all of this data is
boiled down to a lozenge button that

Samoa, might attract spammers and

than for spam, these are the kinds of

sits on the bottom right of your

those with phishing scams because

attacks that facilitate identity theft

browser page and alerts you to dan-

the domain names are offered free

and corruption of your computer. If

gerous sites. The button is green

there. Since there is constant churn

you see a .nu in the Web address,

when the site has a passing grade,

caused by those blacklisting the bad

proceed with caution. Niue is another

yellow when “it merits caution before

domains, the bad guys frequently

one of those island malware launch

using,” red when it has “failed one or

abandon old and adopt new domain

sites. The risk in its neighborhood is

more of these tests,” and gray when

names, so free names are an incen-

listed at .45% for this kind of threat.

the site hasn’t been reviewed yet.

tive. Several other small island

Others in the top five include Russia,

Specific information about each site

groups also rate very high as red

Romania, and the .name and .biz

is available in a drop-down view site

sites: Sao Tome/Principe (.st),

domain names.

details.

18.5%; Turks and Caicos (.tc), 9.9%;

You can download the SiteAdvisor
free at www.siteadvisor.com.
Some General Map Contours

South Georgia/South Sandwich

website for a 20-page detailed analy-

Islands (.gs), 9.3%; and British Virgin

sis of McAfee’s results as well as the

Islands (.vg), 9.1%.

program to monitor your travels.

The safest country domains? Four

When traveling abroad or around dif-

of the top five are in Scandinavia: Fin-

How Many Days Does

ferent domains, where do you need

land, .10%; Norway, .16%; Sweden,

a Tourist Have?

to be more cautious?

.21%; and Iceland, .19%. A large island

In an interesting thought experiment,

completes the list: Ireland at .11%.

the McAfee analysts cooked up a com-

First, you should know that 4.1% of

plicated formula to figure out how long

all sites tested by the SiteAdvisor are

Say what you want about bureau-

rated either red or yellow. That’s 4.1%

crats and the tendency of the govern-

it would take you to land on a red or

of about 95% of all Web traffic, which

ment to be way behind the curve, but

yellow site within a particular top-level

doesn’t sound like much of a threat.

.gov did extremely well. According to

or country domain. Just four days of

Remember, however, that the free

McAfee, “.gov is the only frequently

random browsing within the .info

screensaver or song that you’re down-

tested TLD for which SiteAdvisor has

domain would get you to a risky site,

loading might include some code that

found no risky sites.” The .gov

three days if you’re surfing in Tokelau,

will turn your computer into a robotic

domain belongs exclusively to U.S.

and about 5.5 days if you’re traveling

remailer for somebody’s spam.

government agencies.

through .com sites. Go to Finland (.fi),
and the average browser would be

Here’s an assortment of findings
By Category

from McAfee:
The riskiest large countries are

The relative risk assessed by catego-

safe for more than 318 days.
The lesson in all of this seems to

Romania and Russia, and the riskiest

ry (for downloads, e-mail registra-

be a new variation on a very old

generic TLD is .info. The .com

tions, and exploits) produced the

rule—travelat emptor. Keep the inoc-

domain rates second, but, to be fair,

following advice. If you plan to down-

ulations up to date on your machine;

it does attract the most traffic, and

load anything (from screensavers to

spam and spyware blockers might be

anyone can register a .com.

programs), be especially cautious if

a good idea, too; and pay attention

your source is in Samoa, Bulgaria,

to where you are. The domain codes

negative rating. It’s the small Pacific

Cocos Islands, or China or has a .biz

are in your browser’s address line. If

island Tokelau (.tk) with 10.1% of its

(business) domain.

some free offer redirects you to a

There is a country with a higher

sites classified as risky. McAfee
speculates that this island, north of
56
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When signing up for e-mail at more
than 6,000 .info sites, SiteAdvisor

website on Tokelau, be careful with
that Enter key.

■

